We study the problem of designing electrode structures which allow pairs of ions to be brought together and separated rapidly in an array of linear Paul traps. We show that it is desirable for the electrode structure to produce a d.c. octopole moment with an a.c. radial quadrupole. For the case where electrical breakdown limits the voltages that can be applied, we show that the octopole is more demanding than the quadrupole when the characteristic distance scale of the structure is larger than 1 micron (for typical materials). We present a variety of approaches and optimizations of structures consisting of one to three layers of electrodes. The three-layer structures allow the fastest operation at given distance ρ from the trap centres to the nearest electrode surface, but when the total thickness w of the structure is constrained, leading to w < ρ, then two-layer structures may be preferable.
Introduction
The application of ion traps to quantum computing has lead to interest in the construction of systems of multiple ion traps situated close together. Experiments have shown that quantum logic gates with good fidelity can be produced between a single pair of ions in a single trap, and such methods can be extended to a few ions in a single trap [1, 2, 3] . However, to scale this approach up to the manipulation of many qubits, it is not feasible to try to manipulate large numbers of qubits in a single trap. Instead, it is desirable to have an array of traps, with the possibility to move quantum information between ions in separate traps. A method to move the quantum information which has advantages of relative simplicity and robustness is simply to move the ions themselves [4, 5, 6] . To achieve this we need an array of ion traps, with the possibility to move ions between traps. This concept has been demonstrated in an impressive set of experiments [7, 8] which demonstrate its promise. The present work addresses the issue of how to build a basic element of such an array: a region in which a pair of ions can be brought together or separated rapidly, by adjusting d.c. voltages on electrodes. This includes the case of separating into two wells a pair of ions which are initially in a single harmonic well.
1
There are further constraints which make this a non-trivial problem:
• The electrode structure should allow a route for ions to be moved into and out of the region of the close pair of trapping centres.
• The surfaces of the electrodes should be kept as far as possible from the trap centres where the ions sit. This is in order both to minimise heating of the motional state of the trapped ions (see below) and to reduce the impact of surface irregularities on the electric potential function experienced by the ions.
• The trap confinement should be tight, i.e. the vibrational frequency ν of the ions must exceed some desired minimum value. This is in order to maximise the speed at which ions can be moved by displacing the trap centres.
• The electric fields at the electrode surfaces must not exceed the electrical breakdown limitations of the materials.
• The electrode configuration must be capable of being fabricated accurately at the required distance scale. This may require microfabrication techniques which have their own intrinsic limitations.
For diagnostic purposes it may also be useful for the electrode structure to be open in order to allow optical access.
The need to keep the electrode surfaces far away from the ions is largely owing to the observation of an anomalous heating rate in ion traps, which becomes a severe problem with traps of small distance scale. The heating process is not fully understood but appears to be associated with impurities deposited on the electrodes, and studies suggest the heating rate scales as ρ −4 where ρ is the distance from trap centre to the nearest electrode surface [9, 7, 10] . Electrodes further from the trap centre can also be bigger, which usually implies they are easier to make.
Typical distance scales are 1-10 microns for the separation of the trapped ions, 1-100 microns for the distance to the electrodes [9, 7, 8, 11] .
We begin the discussion by considering in section 2 the general problem of a pair of 1-dimensional potential wells which can be moved together or pulled apart while maintaining the tightness, i.e. the normal mode frequencies of a pair of ions trapped in the wells. We argue that the best electrode structure is one which produces an electric octopole potential, which is then 'tweaked' by the addition of quadrupole terms. In section 3 we introduce radial confinement by an a.c. quadrupole, and discuss in general terms the expected scaling of the trap parameters with the size of the electrode structure. We show that for structures whose dimensions are greater than a few microns, the most demanding factor in the design is to obtain a large octopole moment, assuming the applied voltages are limited only by electrical breakdown of the materials. We then proceed in section 4 to consider the general problem of obtaining an electric octopole with a minimum number of electrodes. In section 5 we describe numerical calculations of the electric potential for several types of electrode structure, obtaining the values of two dimensionless factors that give the strength of the threedimensional d.c. octopole and two-dimensional a.c. quadrupole moment at given breakdown field and trap scale. Section 6 discusses the main features of the numerical results. For example, we quantify the relative merits of a 3-layer over a 2-layer or single-layer (planar) design. We estimate the impact of requiring the complete structure to be thin (to aid microfabrication). We present the main features of the behaviour when simple optimizations are introduced, such as adjusting the positions and relative sizes of electrodes. Section 7 concludes. The appendix gives some general information on simple charge distributions which produce electric octopoles.
2 Generic study of V (x, y, z) for two traps close together
We consider first of all some general properties of the electric potential for two Paul traps located at (x, y, z) = (0, 0, ±s). We assume the vibrational frequencies ω x , ω y , ω z of a single trapped ion are the same for the two traps. The precise relative sizes of ω x , ω y and ω z are not crucial, but it will be useful if ω x , ω y ≫ ω z . The electrode configurations to be discussed in later sections of the paper will produce the confinement along z primarily by d.c. voltages, and that along x and y primarily by an oscillating (r.f.) quadrupole field. However, we do not need to assume this for the general discussion in this section.
Let the distance from the origin to the nearest electrode surface be ρ. Since we aim to achieve close traps and far electrodes, we assume s ≪ ρ. We can then usefully analyse the electric potential V near the origin by a Taylor or a multipole expansion. We further assume that the electrode construction is close to symmetric so that odd order terms in the expansion almost vanish. First let us consider V along the z axis:
where we have dropped the cubic term since we assume that it is negligible. The signs of the coefficients E 0 , α, β have been chosen so that E 0 is the electric field at the origin (assuming dV /dx = dV /dy = 0 there), and to create a double well potential we need α < 0 and β > 0 (see figure 1 ). First suppose there is no linear term, E 0 = 0. By solving ∂V /∂z = 0 we find for α < 0 the potential wells are centred at
4 Electric Octopole Configurations . . .
Evaluating ∂ 2 V /∂z 2 at either well centre gives ∂ 2 V /∂z 2 = 4α. If the oscillating voltages are so arranged that the z axis is an r.f. null, i.e. V (0, 0, z) is constant in time or only has a relatively small oscillation, then we may obtain ω z for an ion trapped in either well directly from ∂ 2 V /∂z 2 , giving
where m, q are the mass and charge of the ion. For example, at ω z /2π = 1 MHz, |α| ≃ 4 MV/m 2 for the charge to mass ratio of the 43 Ca + ion. The well depth V (0) − V (s) = αs 2 /2; e.g. 0.2 mV (2 Kelvin) at s = 10 µm.
In summary, the quadratic term α in the Taylor expansion sets the trap tightness (leading to ω z ), and the ratio of the quadratic to quartic terms sets the trap separation.
We will arrange for the linear term E 0 to be small by using electrodes symmetric under reflections in the x−y plane, and then nulling any remaining field if necessary by compensation voltages. Let us calculate next the value of E 0 which "tips the potential over" just enough so that one of the traps cannot confine ions, i.e. ∂ 2 V /∂z 2 goes to zero at a trap centre. This happens when
For example, for 43 Ca + with ω/2π = 1 MHz and s = 10 µm, |α|s ≃ 40 V/m.
Cancellation of quadratic term
Consider the Taylor expansion (1) for a set of electrodes of distance scale a. In the absence of special choices or symmetries which make one or more terms disappear, we would obtain
(for example, consider the electric potential due to a point charge, or a line charge, at distance a from the point or line). Therefore, without a special design, the order of magnitude of s is expected to be s ∼ a. To obtain s ≪ a we require α/β ≪ a 2 , and to obtain this without reducing ω z we must increase β. This can be done by constructing an electrode configuration in which the quadratic term α is suppressed compared to β, and then increasing the voltages on all electrodes together. Assuming the increased voltages are attainable (and we will find they are), the available β at given α is limited by electrical breakdown associated with high electric fields at the electrode surfaces.
Assume that the electrodes have reflection symmetry in x-y, x-z and y-z planes, so that the electric field vanishes at the origin. Then odd-order multipole moments of V (x, y, z) vanish, and so do mixed 2nd derivatives such as ∂ 2 V /∂x∂y at the origin. Under this assumption, we will next show that the required electrode configuration is one which produces, at lowest order in its multipole expansion around the origin, an octopole moment.
An electrode set that can produce α/β ≪ a 2 is close to the condition α → 0. Since we require the possibility to adjust α and β (e.g. by adjusting voltages on the electrodes) the same electrode set can also attain α = 0 (in practice, it may or may not actually be used in that condition). We therefore have to consider electric potential configurations having ∂ 2 V /∂z 2 = 0 and ∂ 4 V /∂z 4 = 0. From Laplace's equation, we then have ∂ 2 V /∂y 2 = −∂ 2 V /∂x 2 , thus a 2D quadrupole moment in the x − y plane unless these derivatives are also zero. Unless we take special measures to make
z /q when s ≪ a. This implies the field is strongly expelling along some direction in the x − y plane. To permit the ions to remain trapped, either the whole field must be made to oscillate, or an oscillating quadrupole field must be added whose strength is sufficient to overcome this expulsion. If the whole field oscillates then in the pseudo-potential model, the effective values of both α and β are reduced, which is counter-productive. If instead a separate oscillating quadrupole is added in the x − y plane (with small effect in the z-direction) then its strength must be large, and this leads to electrical breakdown which will constrain the available range of β.
We conclude that the d.c. electrode structure must be designed to produce small |∂ 2 V /∂x 2 | (as well as small |∂ 2 V /∂z 2 |) and therefore we require an electrode structure at or close to an electric hexapole or octopole configuration. The octopole has the advantage that reflection symmetries which cancel odd-order multipole moments can be used to avoid producing an unwanted electric field (i.e. a contribution to the electric potential varying linearly with distance at the origin), and therefore we will concentrate on that case.
Confinement of the ions in three dimensions is completed by adding to the d.c. octopole field an oscillating 2D quadrupole field whose size is controlled separately. Hence, after reinstating a non-zero value for α, we obtain the general form
where α, β and Q ac are time-independent, V 4 (x, y, z) is an octopole potential with V 4 (0, 0, z) = z 4 , and Ω is the frequency of the a.c. quadrupole providing confinement in the radial direction. Many ion trap configurations in common use are described by (6), but we have in mind a case where β/|α| is as large as possible. We will see later that none of the electrode sets to be discussed realise (6) exactly, because the time-dependent part depends slightly on z as well as x and y, and because higher-order terms appear, but it is useful to make clear what we are aiming at.
Coulomb repulsion and normal mode frequencies
If there is one ion in each trap, then the distance between ions is not 2s owing to their mutual Coulomb repulsion. The equilibrium positions are z = ±sξ where ξ is a real positive solution of
where
For large ǫ (i.e. small |α| and s, a pair of close traps) the solution is ξ ≃ ǫ 1/5 . For small ǫ and α > 0, i.e. two ions in the same harmonic well, the solution is ξ ≃ ǫ 1/3 . For small ǫ and α < 0, i.e. a pair of well-separated traps, the solution is ξ ≃ 1 + ǫ/2.
The system of two ions has two normal modes for motion along the z direction: the centre of mass mode of frequency ω 1 and the breathing (also called stretch) mode of frequency ω 2 . These frequencies are given by
and d(α, β) = 2ξs is the equilibrium separation of the ions (m was defined previously, it is the mass of a single ion).
When the ions are far apart,ǫ → ǫ and the two mode frequencies are both equal to the oscillation frequency of a single ion in either trap. When α = 0,ǫ = 2/3 and when α ≫ 1 (i.e. a single harmonic well),ǫ → 2.
The reason to bring the ions close together is in order to perform a two-ion quantum logic gate in which their Coulomb repulsion provides the interaction energy between the qubits. The gate is fast when the mode frequencies are high and well-separated [12, 13] . Therefore we would like a high value of both ω 1 andǫ. Suppose the ions are initially in traps far apart, so thatǫ ≪ 1. Then the vibrational frequencies are almost equal and are given by the value of α through eq. (3). To bring the ions together, the voltages on the electrodes may be changed so that β gets larger while α stays the same size. Eventually electrical breakdown prevents further increase of β. If at this point the values of ω 1 andǫ are high enough to give an acceptable gate speed, and if it possible to apply the logic-gate laser pulses to ions in the separation zone, then the gate is performed and the ions are subsequently separated. Otherwise, to bring the ions into a common trap, |α| must be lowered and one accepts an unavoidable reduction in mode frequencies while the potential barrier between the twin traps is lowered. After α passes through zero and becomes positive, the mode frequencies increase again andǫ rises towards its maximum value of 2. The ions can then be moved as a pair to a convenient (e.g. less noisy) region of the complete array, for the logic-gate laser pulses to be applied.
At the condition α = 0, the full analysis is tractable and one finds
(12) andǫ = 2/3 as mentioned above.
In the rest of this paper we will consider methods to produce this condition, i.e. an octopole potential, with an added oscillating quadrupole potential in the x − y plane, as in (6).
Radial r.f. confinement and scaling
Consider the potential (6) . A pair of trapped ions is confined in the radial (x and y) direction by the oscillating quadrupole field. To first approximation we may ignore the effect of the octopole potential on the radial motion, then this motion is described by a Mathieu equation. In the pseudo-potential model, for α = 0, the secular frequency of the centre-of-mass vibrational motion in the radial direction is given by [14, 15] 
is the Mathieu q-parameter. For stable motion, q r must not be large; values in the range 0.1 to 0.5 are typical. This constrains the applied r.f. frequency Ω and hence we obtain
At the octopole condition, equations (12) and (15) give the centre of mass vibrational frequencies for motion in the axial and radial directions respectively. Since we want the ions to align themselves along the z axis, we require ω r > ω 1 (and ω r ≫ ω 1 is desirable). This sets a lower limit on the required value of Q ac for given β:
It is useful to examine the way these parameters scale with ρ, the distance from the origin to the nearest electrode structure, and E max , the largest electric field at an electrode surface. For a given electrode geometry ρ sets the distance scale of the electrodes. To keep E max as small as possible, the electrode surfaces should have as large a radius of curvature as possible, and therefore their radii should be allowed to increase with ρ. In other words the complete structure of the electrodes is assumed to scale with ρ. Nevertheless for a given electrode set at a given value of E max , β and Q ac still have a range of possible values, because it is possible to choose a range of values for the ratio between the sizes of the oscillating and the d.c. voltages. Typically the variation is such that there is a competition between high β and high Q ac .
In order to obtain the main features by a relatively simple analysis, we define two geometric factors γ and µ such that
Thus γ and µ tell us about the maximum values of β and Q ac available for a given electrode geometry, but we keep in mind that it is not possible to have both these maximum values at once. Suppose the ions each have one electronic unit of charge and let A be the mass number, then for a trap at the octopole condition (α = 0), eq. (12) gives where E max is in V/µm and ρ is in µm. Note that this mode frequency scales almost linearly with 1/ρ, and is relatively insensitive to γ and E max . The radial frequency (eq. (15)), on the other hand, scales as
Since ω 1 grows more rapidly than ω r as the distance scale ρ is reduced, it follows that the condition ω r > ω 1 can only be met at small ρ if the trap is operated with β below its maximum possible value. To avoid too great a reduction we need to make ω r as high as possible and therefore µ gives the main limit on the performance. At large ρ, on the other hand, the condition ω r > ω 1 is readily met and we can operate with β close to its maximum value, so then γ gives the main limit on the performance. Figure 2 shows the frequencies ω 1 (eq. (19)) and ω r (eq. (15)) plotted as a function of ρ for two example electrode configurations discussed in section 5. In order that a single graph can show the behaviour for all ion species, the vibrational frequencies are shown in units of a basic frequency ω 0 which depends on the charge/mass ratio of the ion. We define ω 0 to be the radial secular frequency (eq. (15) In order to find the distance scale ρ c when the transition from large to small ρ takes place, we substitute (17) and (18) into (16) . This gives a condition on γ and µ that can be expressed as a condition on the distance scale:
L 0 is a fundamental distance scale set by the maximum electric field allowed by the materials. For example when E max = 10 MV/cm (the order of magnitude when field emission may occur [16, 17] ), L 0 ≃ 1.7 nm. The factor (6/q r ) 5/4 ≃ 50 to 100 for a reasonable choice of the Mathieu parameter. We thus find that for a wide range of values of γ and µ (with γ < µ) the transition distance scale ρ c is of the order of 0.1 to 1 µm. For electrodes structures larger than this, the chief difficulty is to obtain a large d.c. octopole moment; for electrode structures smaller than this, the chief difficulty is to obtain a large a.c. quadrupole moment.
Another interesting distance related to L 0 is the distance between the ions when the electrodes are close to the octopole configuration. This is given by d 8 = 2ξs with ξ = ǫ 1/5 , from which we obtain
Therefore
. This is usually the case. Therefore when the electric potential is just at the point of producing a potential hill between the ions, the distance between them is much smaller than the distance to the electrodes. This implies that the Taylor expansion we have adopted is valid.
Realising Octopoles
In this section we discuss general methods to obtain an octopole moment at the origin of coordinates. This acts as a guide in the design of the electrodes.
Three examples of octopole potentials are the axially symmetric octopole:
an octopole with cubic symmetry:
and the 2-dimensional octopole in the x-z plane:
The axially symmetric octopole can be produced by a set of 2 (+ve) end-cap and 3 ring (2 -ve, central one +ve) electrodes, all shaped to follow contours of V . The 2D octopole can be produced by a set of 8 (4 +ve, 4 -ve) rod electrodes parallel to the y axis and located at the corners of an octagon. These two examples of pure octopoles give a useful pointer to the required distribution of image charge. The methods and image charge distributions listed below do not produce pure octopoles, but have an octopole as the leading term in the multipole expansion of their potential near the origin.
Use of symmetry
To produce an octopole at a point r, 19 constraints have to be satisfied. These are that the first, second and third derivatives of the potential at this point in three orthogonal directions should vanish. Many of these can be satisfied by the introduction of symmetry to the charge distribution producing the potential. This can take the form of either rotation symmetry about an axis passing through r, or reflection symmetry in a plane containing the point r.
A single reflection in a plane containing the point r produces zero odd-order moments in a direction perpendicular to the plane, and also forces the mixed second derivatives such as ∂ 2 V /∂x i ∂x j to vanish, where x i lies within and x j lies perpendicular to the plane of reflection. This leaves 12 constraints to be satisfied.
Two reflections in orthogonal planes containing r produces zero odd-order moments in the directions normal to the two planes, and all mixed second derivatives vanish. This leaves 7 constraints to be satisfied. Two-fold rotation symmetry about an axis passing through r causes the odd-order derivatives of the potential in all directions perpendicular to the axis to vanish, reducing the number of constraints to 9.
Four-fold rotation symmetry about an axis passing through r makes the second derivatives in directions perpendicular to the axis equal, hence the number of constraints is reduced to 5.
Combinations of the above can be used to reduce the number of constraints further. Reflection symmetry in three orthogonal planes all containing r reduces the constraints to 3, on the non-mixed second derivatives ∂ 2 V /∂x 2 i . Combining a two-fold rotation about an axis passing through r with a reflection in a plane normal to the axis and containing r reduces the constraints to 4 (the non-mixed second derivatives and the derivative ∂ 2 V /∂x i ∂x j , where x i and x j are orthogonal directions perpendicular to the rotation axis). A four-fold rotation symmetry about an axis passing through r combined with a reflection in a plane normal to the axis and containing r leaves 2 constraints (on the three non-mixed second derivatives, two of which are equal).
Finally, Laplace's equation reduces the degrees of freedom of the non-mixed second derivatives ∂ 2 V /∂x 2 i by one.
Image charge constructions
(A). An octopole with cubic symmetry is produced by any arrangement of charge having cubic symmetry. Proof: the symmetries under reflections in three orthogonal planes imply the odd-order multipole moments vanish, and so do mixed second derivatives of V such as ∂ 2 V /∂x∂y; the symmetries under rotation through 90
• imply the coefficients of x 2 , y 2 and z 2 in a Taylor expansion of the potential at the centre of symmetry are all the same, and therefore by Laplace's equation they all vanish.
(B). An octopole with cylindrical symmetry is produced by any arrangement of charge having cylindrical symmetry, reflection symmetry in z = 0, and placed such that ∂ 2 V /∂z 2 = 0 (where z is the symmetry axis). Proof: the second derivatives w.r.t. x and y must be equal by symmetry and therefore by Laplace's equation they also vanish.
(C). An octopole is produced by any arrangement of charge having four-fold rotational symmetry in the x−z plane, reflection symmetry in y = 0, and arranged so that ∂ 2 V /∂y 2 = 0. The reasoning is the same as in the previous case. The resulting octopole potential is a combination of the axially symmetric case (24) and the 2-dimensional case (26) oriented such that y is the common axis.
(D). An octopole can be produced, starting with any arrangement of charge ρ(x, y, z), by the following recipe. First ensure reflection symmetries in order to cancel odd multipole moments, by formingρ
Next, formρ
where f = 1 is a numerical factor.ρ ′ produces an octopole at the centre of symmetry. This can be proved by evaluation of the second derivatives of V (r) ∝ ρ ′ (r ′ )/|r − r ′ |dτ at the origin. A proof giving further physical insight is as follows.ρ(x/f, y/f, z/f ) produces the same functional form of V (x, y, z) asρ(x, y, z) but on a distance scale expanded by a factor f . Modellingρ as a set of point charges, each charge in the rescaled distribution is now further from the origin by a factor f , and is increased in size by a factor f 3 . Since the second derivatives of V due to a point charge go as (distance) −3 , it follows that the second derivatives of the new potential are equal and opposite to those of the original one, QED. The fourth derivatives scale as (distance) −5 , so
whereV ′ (V ) is the potential due toρ ′ (ρ) respectively. A natural extension of this method can produce higher order multipole configurations. (E). An octopole can be formed by taking almost any charge distribution ρ(x, y, z), and displacing and reflecting it in three dimensions. A general displacement to ρ(x− x 0 , y − y 0 , z − z 0 ) has three free parameters (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ). One can be absorbed into an overall scale factor, leaving two. This is just enough free parameters to allow the two constraints
to be satisfied, where V is the potential due to ρ(x − x 0 , y − y 0 , z − z 0 ), except in rare cases when the form of ρ leads to no solution. The nulling of ∂ 2 V /∂z 2 follows from Laplace's equation. Finally, introduce reflection symmetry as in (27), which causes odd-order moments and mixed second derivatives (∂ 2 V /∂x∂y etc.) to vanish. Another way to understand this construction is to argue that most charge distributions produce a potential with zero second derivatives with respect to fixed orthogonal axes at some point in space; it suffices to place the origin at such a point and then introduce reflection symmetry. For example, if ρ corresponds to a single point charge, this construction leads to point charges on the corners of a cube. More generally if ρ(x, y, z) lies in the x-z plane, this construction leads to a distribution of charge in two parallel planes at y = ±y 0 .
(F). All the above constructions involve constraints on the locations of the image charges in addition to the basic assumption of three-fold reflection symmetry. Our next construction does not. An octopole can always be formed (with rare exceptions arising in pathalogical cases) by a charge distributionρ with reflection symmetry as in (27), based on
where ρ i (x, y, z) (i = 0, 1, 2) are three different charge distributions located anywhere in the positive octant, and f 1 and f 2 are parameters whose values are given by solving the simultaneous equations
(evaluated at the origin), in which V i are the potentials due to ρ i . This construction uses the same property invoked in the previous one, namely that after cancellation of odd-order moments there are only two constraints (30) we need to satisfy. This implies that we only need two free parameters, and these are provided by f 1 and f 2 .
(G). When we abandon a reflection symmetry, the octopole can be regained by inserting further charges. For example, suppose we only have reflection symmetry in the x-y and y-z planes. This is the case, for example, when all the charges are located in or on a single substrate, with the octopole centred above the top surface of the substrate. Then in addition to (30) we have 4 further constraints, on V y , V yyy , V xxy , V zzy . One or more of these can be satisfied by a careful placement of a single charge distribution. Alternatively, charges are placed at any convenient position, and then their magnitudes are adjusted, similar to construction (F). To obtain the desired behaviour of the trapping centres, we don't need to insist on an octopole, however. Of these further constraints, only V y = 0 is strictly necessary.
Application to electrode design
The distributions of charge discussed above are to be realised on the surfaces of a set of conducting electrodes at fixed voltages (or else they are image charge distributions which lead to the same equipotential surfaces). We wish to avoid complicated electrode shapes so we restrict ourselves to electrodes approximating to simple combinations of lines, rings, or sheets.
In order to satisfy N constraints on derivatives of V (x, y, z) merely by adjusting voltages on electrodes, it is necessary to have N + 2 electrodes, since one defines a voltage zero, and the next one sets an overall scale factor. In order to produce radial confinement, a set of r.f. electrodes is introduced around (or in between) the d.c. ones which create the octopole. These r.f. electrodes also serve to define the d.c. zero. Thus, in construction (F) we require one r.f. voltage at d.c. ground, and 3 adjustable d.c. voltages; in construction (G) we require one r.f. voltage at d.c. ground, and 7 adjustable d.c. voltages.
Most of the constructions presented in the previous section can be ruled out, as follows. The case of cubic symmetry (A) involves 8 electrodes, but to preserve precise symmetry these would have to lie along the edges or the extended major diagonals of a cube, which is difficult to fabricate, and a linear r.f. electrode set would also break the symmetry.
Case (B) can be realised with just two ring-shaped electrodes. This involves the fewest electrodes. For a Penning trap one would choose the magnetic field direction as the axis of symmetry of the rings. For a Paul trap the need to provide an additional r.f. quadrupole producing radial confinement in the x − y plane suggests that there will be further electrodes parallel to the z axis. This implies the fabrication is more straightforward if the rings are placed around another axis, which we take to be the y axis, so that all the electrodes lie in a set of parallel planes. The r.f. electrodes then destroy the circular symmetry. To regain a simple design, the rings can be replaced with rectangular loops, c.f. construction (C).
The other cases can all be fabricated in layers. The method of (28) (case (D)) involves up to 16 electrodes in total or 8 if they all lie in a plane; the method by displacement (case (E)) involves 8 electrodes in two parallel planes, the method of (31) (case (F)) involves up to 24 electrodes in general, or up to 12 if they all lie in a plane, which we take to be the x − z plane. This can be reduced to 10 if one pair lies on the x axis. We avoid placing electrodes along the z axis, because we want to be able to bring ions into and out of the structure by moving them along this axis.
The minimal number of electrodes for a perfectly constructed system is not the only consideration, however. Manufacturing imprecision, patch potentials, and the desire to adjust the trap separation all imply that further electrodes will be needed to trim the system. The electrode structures which rely on precise construction to produce an octopole (cases (A)-(E)) require more of these extra electrodes than those which depend on variable voltages (cases (F) and (G)).
Screening effects arise when we consider conducting electrodes rather than merely charge distributions. The innermost electrodes tend to act like a Faraday cage to modify and screen the effects of the outer ones. Let P be the centre of the region in which we require a certain potential form (here, P is at the origin). A rough rule of thumb is that if there is not an unobscured line of sight from P to a given electrode, then the influence of that electrode on the potential at or near P is greatly modified by the obstructing electrode. However, the outer charge distribution in (28) is, by construction, exactly on an extended line from the origin to the inner charge distribution. Therefore an electrode set built with the aim of realising the recipe (D) suffers from screening effects and it is difficult to obtain a surface charge distribution of the form (28).
In the remainder of this paper we will concentrate on the case (F) of 10 electrodes all in the x-z plane, of which one pair lies along the x axis, the case (E) of 8 or more electrodes in two planes at y = ±y 0 , and the case (G) of an octopole situated above all the electrodes. For the sake of completeness, the appendix lists some other examples of octopoles based on simple distributions of point, line and ring charges.
Optimization of some example structures
In this section we study various electrode arrangements and obtain the geometric factors γ (eq. (17)) and µ (eq. (18)) in each case. We optimize the most promising designs by adjusting electrode positions and relative sizes in order to maximise both factors.
In all the configurations to be discussed, we choose the z axis along the line where the twin traps are situated, the x − z plane is parallel to the planes containing sets of electrodes, and hence these planes are separated along the y-direction.
To calculate a value for the parameter γ = ρ 3 β/E max , we numerically solve Laplace's equation for each electrode set-up, obtaining β = (1/24)∂ 4 V /∂z 4 evaluated at the origin, and E max by examining the gradient of V near the surfaces of all the electrodes. Typically γ is a function of the relative positions and sizes of the electrodes; we search for the largest γ in each case.
In order to calculate µ, calculations were performed with the r.f. electrodes at a voltage of 10 6 V which is large compared to d.c. voltages of ∼ 1V used for the d.c. electrodes. The value of the radial confinement α r was extracted, along with the value of the maximum field E µ max at the surface of the electrodes. The radial geometrical parameter µ was then calculated using equation (18). This parameter was calculated along the principal axes of the quadrupole perpendicular to the z axis. In most cases these were the x and y directions (giving µ x and µ y ). Where this is not the case the radial geometrical parameters are denoted by µ x ′ and µ y ′ . Where µ x and µ y differ, a component of the oscillating quadrupole potential lies along z, hence a trapped ion would experience a pseudopotential which would confine it along the z axis. As long as |µ x − µ y | is not too large, this contribution has only a minor effect on the process of separation or bringing together of a pair of ions, merely shifting the value of α at which the ions experience a flat pseudopotential along z.
The numerical electric potential calculations were performed using Simion [18] and CPO [19] . Simion uses a finite difference method to find the potential of a regular 3D array of points. The array is iteratively relaxed so as to satisfy Laplace's equation and the boundary conditions, until the fractional changes per iteration were all below 5 × 10 −3 . However, from simulations of analytically solvable cases, we found that the error in electric fields close to spherical and cylindrical electrodes could be as high as 10%. CPO uses a surface charge method, and we found it to be considerably faster and also much more precise. All the results presented here were obtained using CPO.
Since the numerical methods are slow, we first gained some general insights by analytic methods. We roughly modelled the electrodes as a set of line charges, and wrote down the complete potential function. This permits γ to be found as a function of various parameters, such as the line charges and their positions, and it can be maximised analytically. Results from such analyses gave a starting point for the electrode structures used in the numerical studies.
In order to know what value of γ and µ one might hope for, we numerically calculated these parameters for two simple cases. These can be regarded as a 'standard' against which the results for our various electrode structures can be measured. As a standard for µ, we used four cylindrical electrodes of radius 0.41254a with axes aligned along the z axis, and centred at the corners of a square of side 2a. This arrangement gave µ = 0.20. Electrodes of radius 0.3a centred at the same postitions gave µ = 0.15.
To obtain a standard value for γ, an electrode structure loosely based on the equipotentials of the axially symmetric octopole in equation 24 was used. This consisted of three toroidal electrodes centred on the z axis at z = 0 and z = ±0.643a, with two spherical "end-cap" electrodes of radius 0.35a at z = ±a. The cross-section radii of the torii tubes and the radii of the centres of the tubes were 0.2a and a respectively for the z = 0 torus and 0.2a and 0.766a respectively for the z = ±0.643a torii. This configuration gave γ = 0.133.
8 d.c. electrodes in 2 planes, 2 r.f. electrodes
Let us first consider structures consisting of rod d.c. electrodes a distance p above and below the plane containing the r.f. electrodes. This "sandwich" arrangement is shown in figure 3 a) . It is based on construction (E) of section 4.2. All the d.c. electrodes are at the same voltage. The equipotential along the r.f. electrodes tends to prevent an octopole being produced at the origin. We found that it was necessary to restrict the influence of this equipotential by keeping p small. Since p must be larger than the electrode diameter this means that r must not be too large. Results of the calculations for both structures are presented in table 1. The two cases produce similar values of γ and µ, those (labelled 1.1) for the structure shown in fig. 3b being somewhat higher than those (labelled 1.3) for the structure shown in fig. 4 . It was found that the r.f. electrodes had to be placed well back (a large value for b) in order to get a high value for γ. Results 1.1 and 1.2 show that the value of µ decreases as b is reduced. This is because p and d also decrease, with the result that the influence of the r.f. electrodes is screened by the d.c. electrodes.
The geometry shown in figure 3 provides greater screening of the r.f. electrode by the d.c. electrodes, compared to that shown in figure 4 , and this is probably the main reason why it provides the higher γ. Each r.f. electrode is effectively a semi-infinite plane, with its edge parallel to the z axis. The y position of the r.f. electrodes is ±p, and the x-position is ±(a + t), hence t gives the retraction of the r.f. electrodes. Where p = 1.03 the r.f. electrode had thickness a/4, otherwise the thickness was negligible. For the finite thickness cases, the edge of the electrode is hemicylindrical, and p and t give the position of the axis of the hemicylinder. An electrode structure with p = 1.03a and t = a is illustrated in figure 6 .
The voltage on electrode 3 (V 3 ) was set to 1.4V in all the calculations in this section. With a fixed geometry our free parameters are the voltages on electrodes 1 and 2 (V 1 and V 2 respectively). These were adjusted to fulfill the octopole condition, using a two-dimensional We then introduced the r.f. electrodes. With the r.f. electrodes far away from the d.c. electrodes (p = 2a and 4a) the maximum field is found between the d.c. electrodes, hence varying f makes little difference to the value of γ. This is because an increase (decrease) in β is countered by an increase (decrease) in E max . Cases 2.1 and 2.2 in table 2 illustrate this. For large d, the maximum field is found between electrodes 2 and 3, hence as d is reduced, E max decreases. For small d, the maximum field is found between electrodes 1 and 2, and then as d is reduced, E max increases. This behaviour is shown in figure 7 . When the r.f. electrodes are close to the d.c. electrodes (p = 1.03a), the maximum field is found between the d.c. electrode 3 and the r.f. electrodes. This field can be reduced by reducing d 3 . β increases as f is reduced, hence γ can also be increased by reducing f until the maximum field is found between the d.c. electrodes. Figure 8 shows this behaviour for structures with p = 1.03a and t = 0. f. electrodes at p = 1.03a and t = 0. 100β is represented by +, and Emax by unfilled circles. Reducing f has the effect of increasing β. At larger f , the maximum field is found between the r.f. electrodes and the d.c. electrodes, hence we can increase γ by decreasing f . After reaching the point where the largest field is found between the d.c. electrodes, γ is much reduced for further reduction of f .
We also examined the effect of making electrode 3 extend further along the z direction. It was replaced by a planar electrode of thickness d 3 with edges rounded off by hemicylinders, located such that the edge nearest the origin was situated at the same place as the cylindrical electrode in the other results. This had little effect on γ or µ.
Finally, we examined an example in which the d.c. electrodes are extended along the z direction into planar shapes. This will reduce γ, but it also reduces the z-dependence of the a.c. part of the potential, therefore giving less micromotion along z. Each electrode had two flat surfaces parallel to the x − z plane, and sides in the shape of hemicylinders having the same radius of curvature as before. The electrode centres were placed as in result 2.6 and they were extended along the z direction until the gaps between them were 0.1 a. This arrangement gave γ = 2 × 10 −3 , i.e. a factor 10 reduction compared to result 2.6. 
Low Aspect Ratio Electrode Configurations
Let w be the total thickness, i.e. depth in y, of the electrode structure (c.f. figure 9) . We define the aspect ratio g = w/ρ. The three-layer trap designs considered in sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 have g > 1. Though microfabrication techniques are available which could be used to construct traps with ρ ≤ 100 µm and g > 1 [20] , many methods are limited to a maximum structure thickness of around 20µm [11, 21] . This means that traps may have a low aspect ratio, g < 1.
We studied structures similar to those of section 5.2, but now with g < 1.
To speed the calculation process we used cuboid shapes for the electrodes (see figures 9 and 10). The d.c. electrodes had width in z of d 1 = d 2 = d 3 = w, and were separated by gaps of w/2 (hence d = 3w/2, f = 3w). The thickness of the electrodes in y was w/5. With a cuboid shape the electric field diverges near the electrode edges. In order to calculate γ and µ we need to make some reasonable assumption to handle this. Our aim was to use the calculation to indicate approximately what would happen if in fact the electrode edges were smoothed. To this end we calculated electric field values at (x, y, z) = (ρ, 0, 0), (ρ+w/5, 0, d 1 /2), (ρ+t+w/5, w/10, 0) and at similar places around the other electrodes, and took E max to be the largest of these.
Results for structures with g = 0.4 and g = 0.2 are shown in figure 11 . We found that retracting the r.f. electrodes (i.e. using t > 0) gave a useful increase in both γ and µ. As the aspect ratio decreases, γ falls rapidly (and µ less rapidly).
Two-Layer Electrode Structures.
The most natural configuration for producing a radial r.f. quadrupole in the x − y plane consists of electrodes placed at four corners of a square. Equal r.f. voltages are applied to diagonally opposite electrodes. To produce an octopole by such an arrangement, one or more of these electrodes must be segmented. Choosing the structure to have 2-fold rotational symmetry about the z-axis, and reflection symmetry in the plane z = 0, there remain 3 constraints. We chose to satisfy the constraints by adjusting voltages rather than by accurately placing electrodes, and therefore two diagonally opposite electrodes must be split into seven segments. The r.f. electrodes consist of extended planes of thickness w rf . For structures with cuboid electrodes, the end of the r.f. electrodes were placed at x = ±(a + t). For structures with cylindrical d.c. electrodes, the r.f. electrodes had hemicylindrical ends of radius w rf /2 with axes parallel to the z axis at x = ±(a + t).
The voltage on d.c. electrode 4 was set to 1.4V, and the r.f. electrode voltage was set to 0V. Numerical calculations were performed for a range of values of d 1 , t and g, as defined in figures 12 and 13. Example results of these calculations are presented in table 3.
We found that the width d 1 of the central electrode had a strong effect on γ and a smaller effect on µ (see figure 14 and c.f results {4.5, 4.6}, {4.9, 4.10}). The optimum value of d 1 for Figure 15 shows the effect on γ and µ of changing the aspect ratio of the trap. For g < 1, both parameters increase with g. At higher g, µ continues to increase with g while γ decreases, presumably due to the reduced shielding of the r.f. electrodes by the d.c. electrodes.
We found that, for g = 2, retraction of the r.f. electrodes had no significant effect on γ, but reduced µ somewhat (results {4.1-4.3}). When g = 0.4 retraction allows a small increase in γ with a drop in µ (results 4.7,4.8). When g = 0.24, increasing t from 0 to ρ/2 increased γ by 40% with little effect on µ (results 4.10,4.11).
We examined the structure shown in figure 13 , with the d.c. electrodes placed in the y = 0 plane, with a view to finding out whether it would produce a higher γ. However, comparison of results 4.17 and 4.15 suggest that it has the reverse effect. Since µ decreases also there is nothing to be gained by adopting this structure.
Planar or near-planar arrangments
We considered cases where all the electrodes of the twin-trap system lie in a single plane (figure 16), and a simple 'railway track' arrangement in which rod-shaped r.f. electrodes run orthogonal to a set of simple rod-shaped d.c. electrodes ( figure 17 ). The simplicity of such designs gives obvious advantages from the point of view of microfabrication, but we find that the penalty in terms of reduced factors γ and µ is severe. These results are presented in table 4 .
The voltages on these structures are to be adjusted to produce a trapping region centred outside the electrode structure. Therefore they lack one reflection symmetry, and there are 6 constraints if we require an octopole (construction (G) of section 4.2). To satisfy all these constraints by adjusting voltages would require 7 d.c. voltages (in addition to the d.c. ground set by the r.f. electrodes) and therefore a large number of electrodes. In order to reduce the number of electrodes, we chose to examine structures such that the hexupole moment may be small but non-zero. We adjusted the 5 voltages labelled A-E in figures 16 and 17 so as to cancel the quadrupole terms and V y and V yyy , but we did not constrain V xxy or V zzy .
To find the condition where the d.c. hexupole/octopole is centred at the same height as the r.f. quadrupole, we proceeded as follows. First the r.f. electrodes were set to zero, and the d.c. voltages were adjusted to produce a hexupole/octopole at a few different heights. Next, the r.f. electrodes were allowed to go to ±1 and the quadrupole position identified. We could then make a good first guess of the right d.c. voltages to get the desired coincidence, and the solution was found iteratively.
Discussion
A summary of the values of γ and µ obtained for the various structures we have considered is given in figure 18 . We find that γ is always smaller than µ, and usually much smaller. This may be because we have not allowed the r.f. electrode to be divided. It presents a flat potential surface along the z direction which tends to suppress the variation in potential which is needed for large γ. It may be possible to increase γ without introducing multiple r.f. electrodes, by tailoring the shape of the edge of the r.f. electrodes to follow an equipotential produced by the d.c. octopole. One might expect a competition between µ and γ to be observed in the results, but there is little indication of this. The best structures give high γ and high µ simultaneously.
Many of the optimizations studied, by adjusting the widths and placements of electrodes, gave useful improvements in γ and/or µ. This implies that a careful optimization of any chosen design is worthwhile.
Of the three-layer electrode structures we examined, those of the general form shown in figure 6 performed best. The highest γ value (γ ≃ 0.03, result 2.2), was obtained with µ close to the highest value, using a 3-layer structure of aspect ratio g ≃ 3.
At lower aspect ratio, g < 0.5, the two-layer structures performed better than three-layer ones of the same g ( figure 18b ). The larger value for γ may be understood from the fact that when g is small, γ varies rapidly with w because thicker electrodes can extend their influence on V (x, y, z) over larger distances. For a given total depth w of the whole structure, if there are m layers and m − 1 gaps all of the same thickness, then the thickness of each layer is w/(2m − 1). Therefore a two-layer structure of given g may be expected to give a similar value for γ as a three-layer structure with g larger by a factor 5/3. This may be seen by comparing the values for a three-layer structure at g = 0.4 in figure 11 with those for a two-layer structure at g = 0.24, e.g. result 4.11 (and c.f. figure 18b) . The two-layer structures also give larger values for µ at given g. This is in part for a similar reason, and also because the electrodes are more conveniently placed to realise a radial quadrupole.
At g = 0.24 the highest γ value (γ ≃ 0.005, result 4.11) was smaller than the best overall by a factor 6, and µ was reduced by an order of magnitude.
The planar or near-planar arrangements, cases 5.1 and 5.2, gave a further order of mag-nitude reduction in γ compared to the two-layer low-aspect-ratio structure.
Conclusions
We have studied the general problem of separating or bringing together pairs of trapped ions, while keeping the frequencies of the normal modes of oscillation of the ions as high as possible. A simple picture of this is to say the central electrode introduces a potential hill which pushes the ions apart. However we found that the distance between the ions can be small compared to the distance scale of the electrodes, even when the potential well is about to divide into two local minima. This means that the potential shape in the region between the ions is really a joint property of the whole set of electrodes. There are various contributions to the potential that have a quadratic dependence on position near the origin, and when the ions are being split or recombined these are balanced, so as to leave a quartic dependence. We did not study the degree of precision in the control voltages that is needed to maintain this balance. It would be advisable to study this issue before finalising any trap design.
We found that the problem under consideration has a natural length scale L 0 (equation (22)), set by the maximum electric field allowed in the structure. Since this varies as E 1/2 max it will not change greatly for different materials or fabrication methods, and values in the region a few nm to some tens of nm are to be expected. If the trap structures are large compared to ρ c ≃ 100L 0 , then, roughly speaking, producing the d.c. octopole is more demanding than producing the r.f. quadrupole. Ion trap micro-fabrication methods being attempted at present are in the regime ρ ≫ ρ c a . Overall, our results suggest that it is worthwhile to fabricate structures which require two or more layers. We found that for large aspect ratio g, 3-layer designs performed best, while at low aspect ratio, 2-layer designs performed best at a given value of g. Current efforts to fabricate trap arrays are focussed on distances of order ρ ≃ 100 µm and this suggests a low aspect ratio g ≃ 0.2 will be necessary if lithographic methods are used. In the future, however, there may be interest in ρ ≃ 10 µm and then g ≃ 2 may be available.
It is not surprising that the 3-layer designs offer tighter traps than the planar designs, but it is noteworthy that when considering the problem of separating ions, this is especially true. The factor ≃ 150 decrease in γ (comparing case 2.2 in table 2 with case 5.1 in table 4) means that the planar design would need to be fabricated at a distance scale a factor 150 1/3 ≃ 5 times smaller in order to obtain the same motional frequency ω 1 (equation (19) ). If we assume heating rates scaling as ρ −4 , the heating rate in the latter case would be increased compared to the former by a factor ≃ 800.
It should be noted that our whole study has ignored any possible heating or control problems associated with micromotion. The structures we have studied produce an oscillating contribution to V (x, y, z) that is mostly but not purely a two-dimensional quadrupole in the radial direction. That is to say, there is some z-dependence in the oscillating part of the potential, and therefore micro-motion along the z axis. Further studies would be needed to discover the influence of micro-motion on the dynamics of a pair of ions as they are separated or brought together. To reduce micro-motion, one may require electrode surfaces to be parallel a Methods have been suggested to approach the nanometre scale, such as the use of carbon nanotubes as electrodes. The use of very tight traps would require novel non-optical methods to achieve quantum logic gates, because the Lamb-Dicke parameter would be very small. to the z axis where possible. specified for example by spherical polar angles θ, φ, and the angle ϕ between the line charge and the z-direction. This is shown in figure 19d . Since we have three parameters (θ, φ, ϕ) and two constraints (30), one parameter may be chosen arbitrarily and the others adjusted to find a solution. For example in the construction (E) we pick ϕ and then adjust θ and φ. We will list some example solutions. For convenience, we specify θ, φ by giving the rectangular coordinates (x, y, z) of the end of the line lying in the positive octant, with an arbitrary scale factor. Example solutions are (x, y, z, ϕ) = (1, 1, 0, 0), (1, 1.434, 0.578, π/6), (1, 1.799, 1, π/4),  (1, 2.482, 1.731, π/3), (0, 1, 1, π/2) .
A set of 4 parallel infinite line charges passing through the corners of a square in a plane perpendicular to them (figure 19e) produces a 2D octopole (26) with β = λ/8πǫ 0 a 4 , where the square has side 2a (see figure 19e) .
A set of 4 infinite line charges passing along the sides of a cube as in figure 19f produces an octopole having β = −3λ/4πǫ 0 a 4 , at the centre of the cube, where the cube has side 2a. Next, consider sets of semi-infinite line charges all lying in a single plane. Let the plane be the x − z plane and assume symmetry under reflections in the x and z axes. First suppose there is only a single line charge in the positive quadrant (so 4 line charges in total). The geometry has two parameters: the angle θ between the z axis and a vector from the origin to the end of the line, and the angle ϕ between the line itself and the z-direction. This suggests it might be possible to obtain ∂ 2 V /∂x 2 = ∂ 2 V /∂z 2 = 0 by a good choice of θ and ϕ, but the pair of simultaneous equations has no solution. The construction (D) (eq. (28)) leads to an infinite set of solutions with 8 electrodes in two groups of four. The two groups have the same values of θ and ϕ; the charge per unit length on the outer group is greater than that on the inner group by a factor f 2 . There are further solutions when the two groups have different angles. 
